
MODERNISING YOUR 
COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR NEW WORKSTYLES

StarHub SmartUC and SmartSIP offer simple, scalable, and 
efficient telephony solutions with collaboration tools to provide 

users the flexibility to work anywhere.



Is your telephony 
ready for the 

new workstyle?

When Covid-19 hit, businesses went into 
a state of flux and the way people work has changed forever. 
From having to connect remotely from home, to collaborating digitally 
over the Internet, office workers have had to embrace new workstyles 
that is currently the new normal.

Reducing the friction of communicating with your customers, 
stakeholders, and colleagues, is an indispensable part of a work 
environment that is often taken for granted. Telephony is a key ingredient 
in this new environment. However, not all telephony systems can keep up 
with the time-sensitive calls and collaborative nature of projects in today’s 
digital environment. 

What’s needed is to up the ante on dated telephony systems with a new digital setup that delivers businesses the 
agility, mobility, scalability, nd efficiency they need. 

This digital set up needs to take advantage of transformative technologies that not only deliver high-quality voice 
calls but also add collaboration tools that give workers the support to have more empowerment in achieving the 
business goals. 

Voice is arguably still the most important part of communications today. After all, a slide that is presented on a 
screen is not much good if there is no one to talk through the details.

The problem with many legacy setups today

Maintaining legacy PBX machines are also 
notoriously costly. Legacy PBX machines, are not 
a simple one-and-done deal. After the hardware 
is in place, you still need to pay recuring fees for 
upgrades, support, and routine maintenance. 
With the added risk of downtime and the need 
to implement smart features like video 
conferencing, the costs will continue to 
skyrocket. As more employees connect remotely, 
the lack of resiliency on these old machines 
becomes more pressing.

On top of maintenance needs, the inability of 
these systems to scale makes it hard to expand 
without incurring hefty costs that could be 
untenable in the long term.

In fact, in the United Kingdom, the multinational 
British Telecommunications company, BT, 
stopped accepting orders for its Integrated 
Services Digital Network (ISDN) earlier this year. 
It was reported that by 2025, It will shut down 
their ISDN for good.

With the inefficiencies and inflexibilities of the 
legacy telephony setups, this shows that now is 
as good a time as any, for businesses still relying 
on ISDN or older PBX to make the switch to a 
modernised telecommunication system.

Lacks flexibility
The problem with many legacy setups today, 
including on-premise PBX (private branch 
exchange) installations, is that they lack the 
flexibility to deliver the new capabilities businesses 
need - especially for a mobile workforce. 

Want to add new numbers?  If businesses rely on a 
conventional legacy system you may not have 
enough circuits to connect them. Wish to have staff 
answer calls to the office remotely?  You may try 
forwarding them, but then the caller ID will be lost. 

Then how do you manage employees who also need 
the flexibility to occasionally work from the office? 
A dated system is not adaptable to a changing 
world and can hinder business growth and 
productivity. The fact is, conventional, legacy 
systems struggle to connect remote workers via a 
main corporate number. 

Can staff use their mobile numbers? Sure, but there 
is always a security risk with using personal 
numbers. Moreover, these numbers do not belong 
to the business  hen your team member leaves, 
will they bring their customers with them? A well-
run business should not lose control of its most 
important communication assets.

High costs and complexity



TWO WAYS 
INTO THE NEW WORKSTYLE

The answer to many of the challenges faced with the legacy telephony setup, is a 
modern IP-based telephony system that uses Voice over IP (VoIP) and Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP).

With the added benefits of HD voice quality, cheaper running costs, and advanced 
business phone features that comes with VoIP and SIP, StarHub ensures that businesses 
are equipped with the flexibility, and versatility needed to support new workstyles at a 
fraction of the cost. 

With little to no reliance on physical hardware, businesses are no longer constrained by 
the inadequate capabilities of the rigid legacy telephony systems. With the right partner, 
upgrading your communication setup can ensure you are able to execute collaborative 
projects and foster a conducive work environment even in the comfort of our homes.

One of the biggest roadblocks that businesses have had to overcome is being available 
to their customer while transitioning to a more digital workspace. With VoIP and SIP, 
your sales and customer service teams can be reached on their office line 24/7 and get 
full access to phone features thereby allowing them to work effectively even if they are 
not in office but working from home. In addition, you also get new features which will 
boost capabilities and allow you to:

Whether you are looking to adapt to the changing circumstances, or simply set up a new 
site, you need to upgrade your fixed voice technology to ensure that you have a modern 
communications system that meets both current and future requirements.

Quickly scale up with unplanned demand of new fixed lines

Operate using a single office number for mobile workers

Add presence and instant messaging over a mobile app overlay

Make and receive data calls (internet calls) within collaboration 
tools such as Microsoft Teams



If you have a legacy PBX
If you have an on-premise PBX, the quickest way to modernise the system is to connect it to a SIP (session initiation 
protocol) trunk. This will enable calls to be made over an IP network.

In other words, the calls are delivered over an IP network and then connected by StarHub onto the public switched 
telephone network (PSTN).

The ɅH[LELOLW\ of connecting to a SIP allows you to not only to increase workplace HIɄFLHQF\ but it also allows you 
to minimise operating cost tremendously. 

StarHub SmartSIP
StarHub’s SIP trunk solution is called SmartSIP. It provides a scalable, reliable, and 
high-capacity business voice service that can be made over an IP network instead 
of the outdated method via physical copper lines.

With StarHub, cost savings can be up to 50 per cent because you only pay for 
what you use with per-second billing. Moreover, you can scale up to 1,000 
channels in blocks of five, with a single SmartSIP trunk. So, there are no worries 
about running out of capacity or compromising voice quality here.

Businesses can also relish over the fact that with StarHub Smart SIP, crystal-clear 
calls are delivered over dedicated, voice-grade access on a private network 
specifically created for this purpose. To boost resiliency, the voice traffic can also 
be diverted to a separate trunk during an emergency.

SmartUC Mobile
StarHub’s SmartUC Mobile allows workers to remain connected on their 6-series 
office line with the Webex app on-the-go.

It also enables caller ID, conferencing, and mobile twinning.   What this means is 
that a user can set two phones to ring at the same time – one in the office and 
one on the mobile phone, so they will never miss a customer’s call or a potential 
deal.

SmartSIP for Teams Calling
You can also sign up for StarHub’s SmartSIP for Teams Calling, which 
integrates your phone system right into Microsoft Teams. This allows you to make 
and receive calls to and from landlines and mobile lines straight from Microsoft 
Teams on any supported desktop, tablets and mobile devices.

Companies looking to upgrade, scale, 
or e[pand their business have two options 

they can consider:
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If you want to host 
your telephony on the cloud

If you wish to do away with costly systems that require on-site routine maintenance, a cloud-based solution 
should be high on your transformation wish list.

A hosted telephony service can be accessed through an IP handset, mobile app, or screen-based virtual phone. Hosting 
your telephony on the cloud is often favoured as it gives your business more control, and provides greater ɅH[LELOLW\�
ZKLFK�LV�EHQHɄFLDO for remote working. 

Aside from running your telephony services morH�HIɄFLHQWly, WKH�FORXG�KRVWHG�PRGHO�H[SDQGV yRXU�FDSDELOLWLHV�DQG�XQLɄHV�
business communications through new add-on services. If you deploy StarHub’s SmartUC and SmartSIP for Teams Calling, 
they will help you to transform how the phone line is used in your workplace.

SmartUC 
With full-featured PBX functionality hosted in the cloud, workers on-the-go enjoy the same 
business desk phone features.  runs on the cloud and connects your 
RIɄFH’s analogue or IP phones, point-of-sales devices and ID[es to the PSTN. It also allows you  
to make and receive calls on your desktops, laptops or mobile GHYLFHV�XVLQJ�WKH�:HEH[�DSS�

6PDUW8&�LV�D�XQLɄHG�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�DQG�FROODERration platform that spans across telephony, 
messaging, and audio/web conferencing, providing all the functionalities of a phone system 
and the ability to stay connected and collaborate across multiple RIɄFH�ORFDWLRQV�

Available as add-ons, StarHub’s SmartUC Mobile offer features such as auto attendant, 
simultaneous calling, and call recording, which greatly enhance how workers collaborate. 

FRU�H[DPSOH��D�VDOHV�VWDII�FDQ�QRZ�VHH the caller ID on his mobile phone to determine if a call is 
coming from their spouse or an important client. They can also connect other colleagues into a 
call easily.

SmartSIP for Teams Calling
For some businesses, a fully virtual solution, in the form of 8QLɄHG�Communications as a 
Service (UCaaS) may be the one to check  all their bo[es.

This is where StarHub’s SmartSIP for Teams Calling comes in. With it, you can have your RIɄFH�
number seamlessly integrated into the Microsoft collaboration tool for easy co-working with 
teammates and customers on any supported device.

8OWLPDWHO\��D�KDVVOH�IUHH�VHWXS�OLNH�FUHDWHV�DQ�RSSRUWXQLW\�IRU�PRUH�ɅH[LEOH�ZD\V�RI�ZRUNLQJ��
8VHUV�DUH�DEOH�WR�PDNH�DQG�UHFHLYH�FDOOV�RQ�WKHLU�RIɄFH�OLQH�IURP�DQ\�7HDPV�HQDEOHG�GHYLFH�VR�
long as they have an Internet connection. With access to all their collaboration tools and 
RIɄFH�SKRQHV�RQ�D�VLQJOH�RQH�GDVKERDUG��WKH\�FDQ�TXLFNO\�JHW�ZRUN�GRQH�LQVWHDG�RI�VZDSSLQJ�
between interfaces. 6LPLODUO\��D�FDOO�FDQ�EH�URXWHG�WR�WKHLU�RIɄFH�QXPEHU�LI�WKH\�DUH�DW�WKHLU�
RIɄFH desk. 
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No hassle of setup and maintenance
Some PBX systems may need additional smart 
features, but there is then the hassle of installing your 
own DMZ, the voice equipment that comes along with 
it, and costly licensing. With a hosted solution, 
StarHub can handle these issues.

No need to allocate space for PBX
There is no longer any need to allocate space and 
resources to servers, associated hardware, and 
software. You can readily adapt to changes that 
impact your business and scale up and down, as much 
as you need, whenever you need it.

Low upfront investment
StarHub’s StarHub hosted PBX solution is operated on 
a monthly subscription basis. This means you only pay 
for each phone number you use. Unless you wish to 
buy your own phones for your RIɄFH� you can enjoy 
near-zero overheads.

Not tied to geographic location
Unlike a physical copper phone line, you’re no longer 
tied to one geographic location. Whether you’re at 
home, or your RIɄFH� you have the bandwidth to 
make and receive calls – at your convenience. 



1800 888 8888 business@starhub.comstarhub.com/smartuc

All information stated is correct at time of printing and subject to change without notice. Feb 2021

Going with StarHub
Whether you’re working with a legacy system or you want to ensure your technology is supporting your 
bottom line, upgrading your PBX phone system is a good place to start. Think less about maintaining your 
PBX, and more about the core activities of your business.

As a trusted service provider of market-leading SIP, VoIP and hosted voice solutions, StarHub can help you 
develop the right strategies and choose a solution that’s best for you. We also partner with technology 
vendors to provide customised UC solutions and we can be the sole vendor for all your UC needs. This 
speeds up deployment and troubleshooting and reduces downtime. From delivery to installation and setup 
to maintenance, StarHub’s managed services can take care of the technology, so you can focus on what 
you do best. 

StarHub solutions at a glance

• SmartSIP: A modern telephony solution that uses your on-premise phone system to connect to a
dedicated network to deliver full-featured voice and data capabilities. It works with a SIP-enabled PBX
system, supporting up to 1,000 SIP channels or concurrent calls.

• SmartUC : A cloud-based unified communication office phone system that lets you make and receive
calls from any device, plus gives access to advanced telephony and collaboration features such as video
conferencing. With SmartUC you can enjoy enterprise-grade telephony without investing in costly
on-premise hardware or phone equipment.

• SmartUC Mobile : A value-added service that can be deployed as a standalone or add-on that delivers
delivers a fully integrated calling and collaboration experience with advanced audio calling,
instant messaging, and HD meeting capabilities all in one powerful, user-friendly Webex app.

• SmartSIP for Teams Calling: A value-added service that complements Microsoft Teams. By
integrating your office phones with Teams, SmartSIP provides businesses with a unified voice and
collaboration tool for all internal and external communications.

Contact StarHub to upgrade your outdated office phone systems to modern telephony system.


